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Top 10 Signs It’s Time to Invest 
in Customer Success Technology
Customer Success teams are rapidly growing in businesses around the world, and for 
good reason. For a long time – to be successful, businesses have had to build 
exceptional sales and marketing teams to help build growth. But today companies can 
no longer take their current customers for granted because the cost of losing them is 
too costly. Customer success is the new growth engine and it’s here to stay. 

But most Customer Success teams are far behind their sales & marketing colleagues in 
investing in technology to make them more effective. If you are still not sure if it’s time 
for your organization to invest in Customer Success technology, here’s some top signs 
the time has come. 



Everyone Works with Customers in 
Non-Standard Ways 
If you don’t have standardized best practices and processes in place 
to be able to provide the optimal experience for your customers, it’s 
going to be hard to ensure you are maintaining a certain threshold of 
service. Your customer’s journey through - onboarding, training, and 
product adoption should be mapped out and easily tracked on an 
individual and account level.

You Have No Idea If Your Customers
Are Engaged with Your Product
Knowing how your customers are using (or not using) your product is 
a primary factor in their likelihood to renew. However most of the 
time, customer-facing teams don’t have the data themselves to be 
able to track usage for their accounts. If Customer Success Managers 
(CSMs) are able to get access to the data, it is usually through a 
request to the engineering team, which will not take priority over 
product work.

Your Team is Burdened with Repeating 
Routine Tasks 
Most marketing departments manage communications through a 
marketing automation platform. Unfortunately, customer 
engagements tend to fall by the wayside (compared to lead generation 
efforts) since marketing isn’t usually on the hook for on-boarding, 
renewal and other vital customer journeys. Having to rely on manual 
communications from your customer-facing teams is extremely 
inefficient. 



Your Team Doesn’t Have Access to the 
Real-Time Information They Need
You have engagement data in your marketing automation platform, 
sales data in your CRM, support data in your customer service 
platform, product usage data in your application – and none of these 
data sources are synced together to give you a full picture of your 
customers’ health allowing your CSMs and Account Managers to be 
able to engage in an informed way. Data stuck in silos is not useful 
data.

Team Members Can’t Easily and Reliably 
Segment Customers
Being able to segment your customers into groups based on different 
attributes and behaviors is key for accurate messaging, prioritization, 
and reporting. Furthermore, customer usage data and health data are 
ever-changing so if you are not able to segment based on your 
desired data points on-the-fly, then you are going to be operating off 
questionable data.

Your Team is Reactive and Often
Too Late 
It’s never a good thing when an important client’s usage has slipped, 
or you miss the opportunity to connect with a tough to reach 
customer, or a renewal date is getting too close for comfort. What’s 
even worst is if these things are happening and your team doesn’t 
have the tools in place to be able to properly track these events and 
be alerted before they become an issue. 



Upsells Are Falling Short as Your Best 
Customers Are Ignored 
If your team is being forced to operate in a firefighting mode, then 
your best customers are going to be neglected and upsell 
opportunities are going to be missed. To have revenue growth you 
need to not only retain your current customer base but continue to 
expand your products and services within those accounts.

Your Team is Missing Important 
Customer Milestones
CRMs allow for task setting and assignment however, automated task 
creation is usually limited to date ranges, or might not be available at 
all. In order to be following up on appropriate and actionable items, it’s 
important to be able to automatically set tasks on key data points like 
product usage or milestones in your customer’s journey. If you or your 
team are having to manually create task reminders, chances are you 
might be missing out on some important to-dos. 

Customer Success is Not Integrated with 
Your Application
Your customers are inundated with messages in their inbox every 
single day. If you are relying on email as your primary form of 
communication for important product announcements, usage alerts, 
renewal reminders, etc., your messages might go unread. Having the 
ability to serve in-app messages to your customers when they are 
logged in and most engaged would help eliminate that friction in your 
customer communication process.



Indicators for Success are Inexact, and 
Forecasting is Weak
Relying on your gut feel to help rate a customer’s probability of 
churning or expanding is going to be inaccurate and not standardized 
across accounts. CSM and Account leaders should be able to know at 
a glance where accounts stand in terms of their customer health score 
to be able to make informed business decisions to drive revenue 
growth.



How ChurnZero
Can Help
If your organization is experiencing any of these challenges, never fear. Here’s how ChurnZero, our real-time 
Customer Success Platform, can help you reduce customer churn, expand your current accounts, increase product 
adoption and optimize the customer experience.

For more information on the impact ChurnZero 
can bring please visit us at www.churnzero.net 
or contact us at (703) 721-4988.
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